Introduction
Land cover and land use maps derived from satellite remote sensing imagery are critical for landscape ecology and natural resource planning [1, 2] . Environmental features such as small forest remnants, invasive species, linear vegetation patches and water bodies have a substantial ecological value regardless of their areal extent. The presence of such features affects landscape ecology and thus habitat connectivity which, in turn, modifies landscape processes [3] such as species migration or landscape dynamics [4, 5] and defines birds and mammals distribution [6] . Structural rural features like isolated trees and hedgerows have biological and ecological functions-windbreaks, field boundaries, erosion control-as well as large biodiversity value [7] . Small and linear vegetation patches function indeed as corridors which have a usually positive effect on biodiversity and species persistence [8] but could also contribute to the dispersion of invasive species [9] . Accurate mapping of those corridors is essential to reliably describe their physiognomy attributes-width and length-that affect their functionality for wildlife [2, 10] . Indeed, an appropriate spatial resolution is required to robustly disentangle the relationship between landscape elements and their patterns with ecological processes [11] .
Satellite remote sensing has entered a new era with short revisiting period operational satellites that acquire free, open, global and systematic high resolution visible and infrared imagery. Landsat-8 acquisitions are available from March 2013; Sentinel-2A acquisitions are available from end of November 2015. Thanks to its state-of-the-art specifications, Sentinel-2 [12, 13] was designed for a variety of land monitoring applications such as water detection [14] , mapping built-up areas [15] and crop type and tree species identification [16] . In addition to its spatial resolution, its payload offers thirteen spectral bands from Blue to SWIR, including Red-edge bands which have already proved to be useful for forest stress monitoring [17] , land use and land cover mapping [18, 19] and biophysical variable retrieval [20] [21] [22] [23] . In fragmented landscapes, the components of the ecological networks are generally small, i.e., sub-pixel targets undetected by conventional multi-spectral classification methods [24, 25] . For end-users interested in these small or linear patches, knowing their discrimination threshold is of paramount importance [26] . Research was carried out on mapping or extracting information at finer resolution than the effective pixel size of a sensor. For instance, spectral unmixing methods were developed to determine the fractions of land cover classes within a coarse pixel and downscaling methods, also known as super-resolution or sub-pixel mapping, aim at turning these proportions into a fine resolution map of class labels [27] . Extensive work has also been carried out to evaluate the minimum spatial resolution to detect small features [26, [28] [29] [30] . For example, SPOT-5 imagery at 10 m was found suitable to map small ponds in Senegal [31] . Similarly, SPOT-5 resolution allowed the monitoring of reed ecosystem in Southern France and in turn provided potential distribution map of species that are relevant to ecosystem functioning. Townsend et al. [32] found that Landsat data resolution is adequate for characterizing landscape patterns, although higher resolution data or multiple sensors may be necessary for specific applications. Nonetheless, operational methods for landscape elements remain scarce [7] .
Pre-launch and on orbit characterization of spaceborne sensors are the first step towards verifying that the technical specifications are met with a focus on calibrating the sensor and assessing the continuity with previous missions [33, 34] . On orbit characterization covers the spatial and the radiometric performances of the sensor. However, most on orbit radiometric characterizations use calibration data sets, as opposed to natural ground targets [35] , and spatial characterization uses Earth targets as well as stars and moon shots [33, 36] . On the other hand, empirical analysis of new sensors based on natural surface targets provides fitness for use results for future applications. However, most studies with surface targets focus on developing methods and algorithms to extract the most precise and accurate information from a given sensor without looking specifically at the sensor performance. An intermediate analysis level between rigorous calibration/validation analysis and applications optimized for the input data could therefore bring more useful information.
Understanding the detection processes of sub-pixel landscape elements is the key to derive information for natural resources management. In addition, systematic analyses of the sub-pixel discrimination capacity for different landscape features is useful for the scientific community to assess the sensor ability to detect specific thematic features. Hence, the aim of this paper is to measure the fitness for purpose of Sentinel-2 for the detection of small spatial objects that play a role in ecological networks. The minimum pixel size of 10 m and the narrow spectral bands selected for their specific response to key land surface properties are indeed very promising. The working hypothesis is that the combination of the spatial and spectral resolution analysis can be jointly used to characterize the Sentinel-2 performances for specific object detection independently of the landscape composition. This paper presents a framework that simulates the process of detecting sub-pixel feature pairs by assessing the separability of synthetic mixtures. The assessment of the empirical resolution of Sentinel-2 includes a comparison with SPOT-5 and Landsat-8 because Sentinel-2 aims at providing enhanced continuity of SPOT and at complementing the Landsat archive [13] .
Methodology
This study assesses Sentinel-2's ability to detect structuring landscape objects from diverse homogeneous backgrounds. In order to estimate the minimum area at which a spatial object can be discerned, the potential separability of mixed spectral signatures is combined with the actual spatial resolution (Figure 1) . The spatial and the spectral resolutions of the sensor were measured independently. First, the spectral signature of class pairs were synthesized for different mixture proportions based on pure land surface reflectances. The separability of the two classes was then evaluated for a selected set of spectral bands and 35 indices (Section 2.1). Henceforth, the separability is defined as the ability to discriminate a foreground class from a background class with less than 5% of classification error when the classes have the same a priori probability. Second, the actual spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 is characterized by estimating its point spread function (Section 2.2). The combination of the spectral and the spatial resolutions assesses the potential detection of sub-pixel spatial objects surrounded by a specific background whose spectral responses have been mixed within the pixel (Section 2.3). Sentinel-2 MSI data were compared with two other sensors with similar spectral (Landsat-8 OLI) and spatial (SPOT-5 HRG) resolutions respectively (Table 1 ). All SPOT-5 spectral bands have their counterpart in Sentinel-2 at the same spatial resolution, except the panchromatic band that could be used for pan-sharpening at 5 m (or 2.5 m). With regards to Landsat-8, the spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 is finer except for the bands used for the atmospheric corrections (aerosol, water vapor and cirrus). These bands have been discarded from the analysis because they are not intended for land application [37] . The main differences with respect to the available bands is the presence of Red-edge bands in Sentinel-2 and of Thermal bands in Landsat-8. Like SPOT-5, Landsat-8 has a panchromatic band with higher spatial resolution. This study focuses only on the spectral bands that have a counterpart on Sentinel-2. Table 1 . Name, spectral range (nm) and spatial resolution (m) of the corresponding Sentinel-2 MSI, Landsat-8 OLI and SPOT-5 HRG bands. The asterisk indicates bands that are not assessed in this study. Table 1 also highlights the differences in bandwidths for corresponding spectral bands of each satellite. In order to achieve a given Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR), the spectral band width is expected to decrease when the pixel size increases. The land surface spectral response is therefore strongly linked to the spatial resolution of the sensor [38] . In particular, Sentinel-2 sensors acquire two different NIR bands: one at 10 m resolution and one at 20 m hereafter referred to as NIR wide and NIR narrow . The bandwidth of NIR narrow is markedly smaller than NIR wide . Its bandwidth is slightly smaller than the NIR band of Landsat-8 despite a better spatial resolution, while the 10 m NIR wide has a slightly larger bandwidth than the SPOT-5 NIR band. Both Sentinel-2 NIR bands are considered, depending on the spatial resolution of the other bands with which they interact or the sensor used for the comparison.
Spectral Resolution for Spatial Object Detection
The spectral resolution refers to the ability to separate two land cover classes based on their spectral signature. Spectral resolution therefore sets the upper limit of the performance of a classifier using spectral information only. It depends on the number and types of spectra measured, the signal-to-noise ratio and the radiometric precision (pixel depth) of the sensors.
The spectral resolution is quantified based on the separability of an object belonging to a class of interest, the foreground, from a specific background in the spectral domain. In this context, the separability is defined as the necessary minimum contribution of a foreground object in a simulated sub-pixel mixtures that preserves its accurate detection. The foreground classes have been chosen within a set of key structuring landscape objects described in Section 2.1.1. The separability analysis, described in Section 2.1.2, has been performed for the spectral bands, for common spectral indices used to enhance the discrimination as well as for new indices based on the less common spectral bands available from Sentinel-2 (Table 2 [ [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] ). For this purpose, pure spectral signatures of objects have been extracted from the images at well known locations (see Section 3). 
NDVIre Red-edge normalized difference vegetation index
PVI Perpendicular vegetation index
[46]
RededgePeakArea Red-edge peak area derived from [41, 57] SR N IRnarrowRededge1 Simple NIR and Red-edge 1 Ratio [39] SR N IRnarrowRededge2 Simple NIR and Red-edge 2 Ratio
derived from [39] SR N IRnarrowRededge3 Simple NIR and Red-edge 3 Ratio
derived from [39] Artificial areas BAI Built-up Area Index
a,b : slope and intercept of estimated soil line, respectively.
Class Pairs of Interest
Numerous landscape features of interest for biodiversity monitoring are potentially discernible at the Sentinel-2 spatial resolution. For the sake of conciseness, only four types of landscape features and the most common foreground/background pairs in the study area are considered for the analysis.
Water bodies:
Besides their obvious importance to the hydrological cycle, a large number of species rely on the presence of small water bodies for their life cycle (fishes, batrachians, dragonflies...). The creation of water bodies in rural areas is furthermore encouraged by institutions through various policies such as the European Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). Small ponds are dynamic in time and could also be quickly filled or invaded by vegetation.
As ponds are generally found in grassland areas, water bodies were paired with grassy background. 2. Roads: Roads are most of the time obstacles for animal movement, but are sometimes sought for food foraging (hunting areas). The focus was on small consolidated roads (bitumen or concrete) across crop fields and grassland. Different pairs were therefore considered: Road/Maize, Road/Bare soil, Road/Sugar beet and Road/Grassland. 3. Grass strips: Leaving grass strips provides corridors that improve landscape connectivity for birds and insects population in crop dominated landscapes as well as refuge zones for auxiliary crop species acting in biological pest control. They also play an important role to mitigate soil erosion. Those grass strips are most of the time located along crop fields, so that Grassland/Maize, Grassland/Sugar beet and Grassland/Bare soil pairs were considered. 4. Small woody patches: Hedges and isolated trees contribute to woody habitat connectivity and provide food and shelter to a large range of species. Broadleaved trees were coupled with grass, maize and sugar beet because their contribution to ecological network is of major importance in agricultural landscapes.
In addition to the detection of small spatial objects, the spectral separability of some similar spectral pairs has also been tested. First, the spectral signature of the most frequent tree species in the study area, namely spruce (Picea abies, representing needleleaved species) and oak (Quercus sp., representing broadleaved species) have been compared. Second, the two main crop types in vegetative stage at the dates of acquisition (maize and sugar beet) were paired together. Finally, the potential to discriminate grassland use types, i.e., mowed or grazed (later referred as grassland and pasture, respectively), was investigated. Figure 2 illustrates the spectral signatures of all nine considered classes. 
Spectral Separability Analysis
The spectral separability analysis aims at identifying the minimum foreground spectral contribution to a given spectral or index value that allows distinguishing the foreground from the background. It runs in four steps: (i) the definition of Regions Of Interest (ROI); (ii) the simulation of the pure spectral signatures for the classes of interest; (iii) the mixing of these signatures; and (iv) the estimation of the separability metric.
First, ROIs were defined for each class on areas where the SPOT-5, Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 images overlap (Section 3). They were manually delineated based on very high spatial resolution orthophotos [59] and field observations (Table 3) . At least three different ROIs were sampled for each land cover with the following rules: (i) ROIs had to be homogeneous on the orthophotos; (ii) the same land cover had to be present on each image and (iii) ROIs were selected at the center of land cover features in order to avoid boundaries effect. Because of the small size of the ecological features of interest, samples were taken from larger land cover areas when necessary. Hence, ponds, hedges and grass strips spectral signatures were inferred from lakes, forests and mowed grasslands, respectively. The road samples were extracted from large car park, which were the spectrally closest land cover to the tarred roads. Table 3 . Number of pixels selected based on the regions of interest for each land cover class and for each sensor. The number of selected pixels varies due to different pixel sizes and sub-pixel shifts. Second, samples were randomly drawn from the spectral distributions estimated from a single population made from several ROI for a given land cover class. Since some class distributions did not follow normal distributions according to preliminary Shapiro tests and visual inspection of the histograms, a non-parametric approach was implemented. Indeed, kernel density estimates of the spectral distribution provide more flexibility to handle complex distributions [60] . Traditionally, non-parametric sampling consists of three components: (i) sampling with replacement of random observations from the data; (ii) sampling of adjustment factors from a Gaussian kernel; and (iii) combining the two samples [61] . Following this scheme, for each band, a set of 10,000 points was thus randomly drawn with repetition from each pure class distributions (Equation (1)):
where ρ (i,j) is the i th randomly sampled reflectance value from the pure class distribution for the band j. j is the number of bands required for the computation of a given index (up to 5 bands) and k set to 10, 000. The adjustment factors were drawn from a multivariate Gaussian kernel with a null mean and an optimized bandwidth (Equation (2)). The bandwidth was estimated using the Sheather-Jones method, which is generic and close to optimal [62] .
with C class Kernel a n by m matrix randomly drawn from a multivariate normal distribution, µ a vector of zeros (m elements) and Σ the estimated matrix of kernel bandwidths (m × m elements). Finally, the sampled spectral values (X class sample ) were linearly adjusted using the adjusting factor vector (C class Kernel ) (Equation (3)). Out-of-range values were truncated to their closest valid point in order to keep all reflectance values between 0 and 1. 
Synthetic spectral indices were then computed based on the spectral mixture M.
Fourth, the overlap between the mixture and the pure background was computed for increasing background proportions in the mixture. The area of overlap between the pure background kernel density estimate (KDE) and that of the mixture ( Figure 3 ) is estimated using Equation (5) . It corresponds to the minimum error in case the Bayesian optimal decision rule is selected to classify two equiprobable classes.
where S stands for the area of overlap, KDE
and KDE M are the kernel density estimates of the mixture and the pure background at a given spectral band or index value x, respectively. The area of overlap is equal to zero when the two distributions are completely separable and is equal to one when they are identical. Under the assumption that both classes are equiprobable and that the distribution are accurately estimated, S corresponds to twice the classification error, i.e., if the distributions are identical (S = 1), the probability to misclassify a pixel is 50% (= S/2). A conservative classification error of five percent has been chosen as a reasonable limit for which a mixture could be considered separable from a background. The separability criteria to consider a foreground proportion separable from a background was thus S ≤ 0.10. The last step of the separability analysis consists in finding the smallest foreground proportion at which a mixture is separable from a pure background. Figure 4 illustrates the process of determining the minimum proportion of foreground spatial object needed to detect the spatial object from a homogeneous background when the pure classes are separable. It shows a case where the mean value of the index is larger for the background class than for the foreground class. In this case, increasing the background fraction increases the mean and, also, the variance of the mixture. S is below 0.1 until the background fraction exceeds 86% of the mixture, which means that the foreground can be accurately detected even if it contributes to a small proportion of the spectral signature. For less than 15% of foreground, the error probability then climbs steeply and the sub-pixel object cannot be accurately detected anymore. With large background fractions, the overlap S (black line on the bottom graph) between the mixture and the pure background exceeds 10% and the distributions are considered non-separable (red zone) corresponding to a classification error larger than 5%. The black dashed lines indicate when the limit of 10% of separability with the background class is reached.
Effective Spatial Resolution
The most common measure of sensor spatial resolution is the ground sample distance, also known as the ground-projected instantaneous field of view, which can sometimes also refer to the distance between two adjacent pixel centroids as measured on the ground [63] . However, the spatial quality of an optical remote sensing instrument involves more aspects of the imaging system than the sole characteristics of the pixel resolution [64] . Schowengerdt [63] provides extensive definitions and examples of aspects of spatial resolution, representing the cumulative result of optical properties of the sensing system. Generally, spatial resolution involves the interaction between the ground sample distance and the point spread function (PSF), which models the blurring effect due to all elements of the imaging system.
A plethora of methods were developed to assess the PSF or the direction line spread functions (LSF) pre-launch or on orbit from remote sensing imagery (see Pagnutti et al. [65] for a review). Post-launch methods rely on the presence of highly contrasted targets on the ground that can be knife edges (edge methods) [66] [67] [68] [69] , a straight and narrow long object (pulse methods) [66] or a point source (impulse methods) [70] . Given the landscape focus of this study, natural targets were preferred over man-made ones as the latter are not so relevant for landscape ecology. To identify potential targets, several suitability characteristics should be met: maximum contrast, uniformity, sharp transition and proper orientation with respect to the satellite orbit. Natural targets matching these requirements are scarce in the natural landscape [69] . Following these recommendations, transition between bare fields and green crop fields was considered. Since Sentinel-2 is in a polar orbit at an inclination of 98 • , the near-optimal angle for the field boundary orientation is 98 • ± 8 • for along-scan estimations and 8 • ± 8 • for along-track estimations [69] . Landsat-8 and SPOT-5 are also on polar orbit with a 98 • inclination.
The sensor PSF is a two-dimensional function usually assumed to be separable in LSF in the along-scan (LSF s ) and along-track (LSF t ) directions so that: PSF = LSF t × LSF s . Similarly, the PSF is also separable as PSF = LSF row × LSF col , where LSF row and LSF col are respectively along the rows and the columns of the gridded product. In this study, the LSF was estimated using the three step approach proposed by Wenny et al. [69] .
In order to accurately measure the LSF, the exact sub-pixel location of the edge is first estimated by fitting modified Fermi functions (Equation (6)) to each row profiles.
where d is the mean reflectance value on the dark side of the edge, b represents the mean reflectance value on the bright side, s is the slope of the edge and e corresponds to the actual edge position, g is the linear coefficient of the modified Fermi function. The parameters of the Fermi function were determined by minimizing the nonlinear least square estimates of the model. As parameter e represents the edge sub-pixel location, row profiles can be aligned to obtain the edge spread function. The linear portion of the modified Fermi model was subtracted from the edge spread function (ESF) profiles. The latter were then scaled from zero to one by dividing by the height of the edge. After this preliminary step, the ESF profiles were smoothed using a spline function which subsequently served to provide regular spacing. The spline filter was implemented to provide smoothed ESF profiles with a step size of 0.05 pixels, i.e., 20 data points per pixel.
Finally, the ESF profiles were differentiated to obtain the LSF, a one-dimensional approximation of the PSF. Again, LSF were normalized between zero and one. The empirical resolution is commonly defined as the width within which the PSF drops to half the maximal value, called Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM). To provide confidence in the PSF estimates, the edge signal-to-noise ratio was computed as the ratio of the mean difference in mean digital number between the dark and bright sides of the edge, and the mean of the standard deviation of the dark and bright sides of the image edge.
The empirical FWHM have been derived for each sensor by selecting one band for the main pixel footprint sizes. While it can be reasonably assumed that the FWHM is similar for each band, there could be small difference especially when the type of sensor is different. Indeed, for Landsat-8, bands 1 to 4 and 8 of OLI use Silicon PIN detectors while bands 6, 7 and 9 use Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride detectors [71] . For Sentinel-2, ten monolithic CMOS detector are on a first focal plane for VNIR bands and three Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride detectors hybridized on a CMOS read-out circuit are located on another focal plane for SWIR [72] . Based on the similarity of the PSF from the pre-launch characterization of Landsat-8 and the less precise measurement on Earth targets, the PSF of the band offering the best contrast with the selected targets are used in this study, namely the Red bands for all sensors, plus the SWIR and the first Red-edge band for Sentinel-2.
Potential for Object Detection
A spatial object can be detected from a homogeneous background if it remains spectrally separable despite the blurring effect of the PSF. The combination of the spectral and the spatial resolution therefore allows assessing the sensor's potential to detect small spatial objects on the image. The aim is to establish the theoretical minimum size of a spatial object, belonging to a specific class and surrounded by a homogeneous background, that can be detected in a Sentinel-2, Landsat-8 or SPOT-5 pixel taking into account the PSF. The PSF of the most limiting band regarding spatial resolution has been used for each index taking the underlying assumption that bands with equal spatial resolution have similar PSF. The theoretical proportion of the object shape in the pixel is adjusted with the PSF of each sensor allowing to approximate the actual size of the object that is observed in the pixel.
Three object shapes have been studied: continuous linear objects (typical for roads, rivers, grass strips and hedges) crossing the pixel in its (i) center (LC) or (ii) its border (LB), and (iii) compact object (like for small water bodies or isolated trees) centered in the pixel and modeled as squares (CO) ( Figure 5 ). These three simplified shapes represent the extreme cases of the most common shapes observable for the classes of interest. It means, for example, that a road or a river that curves across the pixel could have a minimum size detection intermediate between the LC and the LB object.
(a) (b) (c) Given the estimated FWHM, the PSF was modeled as a bi-dimensional Gaussian function with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of FWHM/2.355 [73] assuming that PSF is homogeneous in the along-track and across-track directions (Figure 6a ). Pixels farther from the center that the 95% confidence interval were assumed not to contribute to the PSF, i.e., their relative contribution is considered as null. To identify the actual minimum detectable area for the LB, LC and CO cases, the width of the foreground object (Figure 6b ) was incrementally increased until the integral of the bi-convolution of the PSF on the object reached the minimum foreground mixture proportion computed in Section 2.1.2 ( Figure 6c) . In other words, the iteration stops when the contribution of the foreground to the measured pixel reflectance is large enough to detect the presence of this foreground object with less than 5% of errors. 
Study Area and Data
Two study areas were selected to fulfill the needs of both the spectral analyses and the spatial resolution (Table 4) . The spectral analysis was performed based on images of Southern Belgium (Figure 7 ). This area embraces a large diversity of fragmented landscapes and therefore is well suited for analyzing mixed pixels of different types. The forest type location relied on the 2007 Land Cover Map of Wallonia (Carte d'Occupation des Sols de Wallonie (COSW)) [74] , a high resolution database (1/10, 000 scale) with a large thematic precision. Crop types were verified on the field early October soon after the Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 images acquisitions, respectively on the 1st and 4th October 2015. The analysis was also performed on the closest SPOT-5 (Take 5) cloud-free acquisition covering Southern Belgium on 4th July 2015. Extreme caution was thus exercised in the comparison among sensors as the state, and thus the spectral response, of the vegetation may have significantly changed during the time interval. Figure 7 illustrates the spatial resolution differences of the three sensors of interest when imaging a 30 m wide pond. As the PSF is location-independent, acquisitions over Sacramento (CA, USA) in September 2015 were selected. The average field size in Belgium was indeed too small for a proper PSF estimation and data were available for each sensor.
For the three sensors, Level-1C products, i.e., top-of-atmosphere reflectances in cartographic geometry, were available for the two selected sites. Sentinel-2 image were obtained during the commissioning phase of the satellite. The geolocation of the provided Sentinel-2 image was evaluated visually and achieved a geometric quality RMSE of approximately 20 m. The images were therefore manually co-registered based on a 25 cm orthophoto of the Walloon region with a first-order polynomial model and resampled with the nearest neighbor method in order to preserve the radiometry of the pixels. Eventually, the RMSE of the co-registration model was 4.9 m. Since atmospherically corrected images are essential to assess spectral indices with spatial reliability and products comparison, level-1C data have been processed to level-2A (top-of-canopy) taking into account the effects of aerosols and water vapor on reflectances. These corrections have been realized using the Sen2Cor tool [75] for the Sentinel-2 images, L8SR algorithm for Landsat-8 images [76] and MACCS for SPOT-5 images [77] . The Sen2Cor algorithm uses Sentinel-2 bands for atmospheric corrections whereas the MACCS tools rely on US National Centers for Environmental Prediction water vapor, air pressure, air temperature data and Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer ozone data. The L8SR algorithm calculates internally the surface pressure based on the elevation and uses Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Climate Modeling Grid-Aerosol (CMA) product for water vapor, air temperature and aerosol optical thickness estimates, MODIS CMG Coarse resolution ozone product for ozone data. Due to processor constraints, the manual co-registration of Sentinel-2 images have been applied after atmospheric correction.
Results

On the Spectral Resolution
Separability of Foreground/Background Pairs with Sentinel-2
The discrimination power, S, of each pair of classes for each index is presented in Figure 8 . Each pair of classes is ordered as foreground-background and the limit proportion of the background allows a classification error of 5% as defined by the separability metric. The higher the limit proportion of the background, the smaller the contribution of the foreground to the pixel is needed to classify a given pixel as a foreground feature. Green shades illustrate cases of mixed pixels where the foreground class is actually discriminated even if the background contribution to the mixed pixel signal is higher than the foreground one. The reciprocal is also true, i.e., a limit proportion of 10% means that a small feature of the background class will still be accurately separated from the foreground even though the foreground proportion inside the pixel is 90%. In the case of red boxes (limit proportion close to 0%), only pure pixels of foreground could be detected, indicating a very high index similarity between the background and the foreground. White indicates that the class accounting for the majority of the pixel reflectance will be assigned. Finally, black boxes indicate that the background and the foreground are not accurately separable based on the selected index with the imagery at hand. The pairs of classes are ordered following the sum of discrimination power of every index meaning, i.e., top rows are on average easier to discriminate.
The upper half of Figure 8 shows that most indices allow discriminating vegetation from the non-vegetation (water, road and bare soil) essentially thanks to vegetation indices. Pairs on the lower part of Figure 8 are hardly separable: Grassland/Pasture, Needleleaved/Broadleaved, Broadleaved/Sugar beet and Maize as well as Roads/Bare soil. For these pairs, only few indices are efficient. Nevertheless, all the foreground classes among the selected pairs can be distinguished from their background with at least one index or band, except between mowed grassland (intensively grazed) and pasture (which are neither separable with Landsat-8 nor SPOT-5). As expected, water is well detected using spectral bands in the NIR, the SWIR and the Red-edge bands: a mixture of water and grassland is classified preferentially as water if approximately 20% of its signal comes from water. The best band for water detection however depends on the type of grassland being considered. On average, the most reliable band for detecting water in our study area is the Red-edge 2 followed by NIR and Red-edge 1 . On the other hand, ratio indices commonly used for water detection only become accurate when the sub-pixel proportion of water increases around 75%. NDWI 1 , NDWI 2 and NHI show similar weaker results, which could be partly due to the fact that some of those indices were designed for semi-arid regions where discrimination against various bare soils is the primary issue. For the purpose of small ponds detection in grasslands, where they play a major ecological role especially in temperate ecosystems, vegetation indices such as the PVI appear more sensitive. Most indices provide a high level of discrimination for roads surrounded by a green cropland background (maize or sugar beet). In this case, NDTI and STI are the top indices because a road proportion of less than 10% is enough for an accurate detection against both crop types. As expected, separability with grassland is also very good but it is a couple of percent lower than the separability against crops. The best index is then SR BlueRedEdge , which is matched with the individual Blue band. The BAI and SR N IR narrow Blue display the best performances for detecting roads surrounded with bare soil (separable for up to 56% of background in the mixture). Those indices both use NIR with Blue, which is individually not discriminant enough for mixture separation in this case. Overall, our results confirm that BAI is the best index for road detection, but NDWI 2 is close second.
The SWIR bands play a major role in the detection of the grassy headlands, which are otherwise poorly detected from green crop background. SWIR 1 is the only spectral band that could be used to separate grass stripes mixed with more than 50% of sugar beet or maize at the date of acquisition. The best indices to separate grassland from a sugar beet or maize are RedSWIR 1 and NDWI 1 , respectively. These indices use SWIR 1 in combination with another band. Other spectral bands are also interesting in this context: Blue, Green, Red-edge 1 and Red-edge 2 bands bring additional discrimination against maize and SWIR 2 is very close to SWIR 1 with sugar beet.
Several spectral bands can be used to discriminate broadleaved trees or hedges from a grassy or crop background, but mixture, even with a small background proportion, reduces dramatically the discrimination power. The most efficient spectral bands for the comparison with grassland is Green, followed by Red-edge 1 , and they are better than all the indices tested in this study. Green is also the best feature with maize background and second best to the SWIR 2 with pasture background. It is however not useful when the background is sugar beet: in this case, Red-edge 2 and Red-edge 3 are the only individual spectral bands that could be used for tree detection, and several indices are more performant (with MSI on top).
As expected, the SWIR bands are found useful to discriminate the different forest types: SWIR 2 is the best feature with up to 48% of background, and SWIR 1 is the third one with 37%. At the scale of forest patches, these bands could therefore be the most interesting. It is also worth noting that the NIR narrow band contributes to the discrimination between broadleaved and needleleaved while this is not the case of the NIR wide band. This difference seems to be the only significant one between those two bands for the selected classes.
Comparison with SPOT-5 and Landsat-8
The spectral discrimination power of Sentinel-2 was compared with those of SPOT-5 ( Figure 9 ) and Landsat-8 ( Figure 10 ). Blue tones represent cases for which the other sensor outperforms Sentinel-2 and red tones the opposite. Boxes overlaid with crosses indicate that only one of the two sensors was able to separate the two classes of interest: a cross on red shades marks cases for which only Sentinel-2 succeeded in discriminating the foreground class and conversely for the blue shades. The value represented is therefore the limit proportion observed for the discriminating sensor only. When looking at equivalent indices, results highlight that Sentinel-2 generally outperforms SPOT-5 in mixed pixels from a background. However, SPOT-5 performed slightly better for pairs including bare soil background in all spectral bands. This is particularly true for Road/Bare soil pairs where SPOT-5 is systematically better than Sentinel-2. Other noticeable differences include the performance of SPOT-5 for the Broadleaved/Sugar beet pair and the very good relative results of the SWIR band of Sentinel-2 for the discrimination of the vegetation types. These differences could however be due to the different dates of acquisition.
Compared with Landsat-8 ( Figure 10 ), small proportion differences (most of the time less than 0.2) prevail. The Green band of Landsat-8 is better than the one of Sentinel-2 with pairs including a bare soil background, while Sentinel-2's Blue and SWIR bands are most of the time better than the ones of Landsat-8. The main difference between Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 spectral discrimination power is observed with the Road/Bare soil pair. This could be due to the contamination of Landsat-8 road samples due to its larger pixel size.
Figures 9 and 10 also illustrate the good complementarity of the spectral band selection with Sentinel-2. On average, the discrimination power increased relatively more with Sentinel-2 indices than with Landsat-8 or SPOT-5. Indeed, while individual spectral bands performed better with the latter when the background is a bare soil, the indices derived from Sentinel-2 showed in turn the largest discrimination power. The main exception to this overall improvement is the NHI. In addition to the standard deviation (SD), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated for each of the edge spread functions that were generated [78] . Guidelines suggest that SNR ≥ 100 is optimal for accurate PSF estimation but that consistent estimates can be obtained from an SNR of 50 or greater [69] . Values for Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2's SWIR should thus be handled with care.
On the Spatial Resolution
On the Potential for Object Detection
Results from the spatial and spectral resolution assessments were combined to investigate Sentinel-2's potential for detecting landscape features of environmental relevance. Table 6 shows the minimum width that is required to accurately detect specific foreground objects from their background using the best index or individual band for each sensor. The detectable sizes of LC and LB objects are similar and showed sub-decametric potential for Sentinel-2. A closer look at the less separable pairs, e.g., Broadleaved/Maize, show that the minimum width is consistently smaller for LC than for LB. This was expected as a higher proportion of the foreground contributes to the total signal in the LB case. By contrast, the effect of the shape is substantial for CO objects. Unlike for linear patterns, only few sub-pixel CO objects could be detected using Sentinel-2 10 m bands. This is explained by the PSF as the continuous linear objects influence the reflectance of the pixel even when they are not falling into it. This is why some object sizes should be larger than the pixel size to be detectable. Table 6 . Minimum width (m) of continuous linear objects crossing the pixel in its center (LC) or its border (LB) and square object centered in the pixel (CO) detectable by each sensor and the corresponding limit proportion (Prop). A "/" indicates that none of the tested indices using the corresponding bands were able to discriminate the pair. The smallest detection size for each pair is highlighted in bold. As mentioned above, Landsat-8 performs similarly to Sentinel-2 (10 m) when considering the spectral resolution component only: they are both able to separate all pairs. However, when including the spatial resolution component, the objects size detectable by Sentinel-2 is almost always smaller, even when the spectral separability difference is high, e.g., Broadleaved/Maize. With respect to small object detection, Landsat-8 only outperforms Sentinel-2 in one case, Grassland/Maize, while the average minimum detection width is clearly in favour of Sentinel-2 (15.7 m for Landsat-8 vs. 8.1 m for Sentinel-2).
Landsat
Against SPOT-5, the main difference is primarily a spectral difference. One fifth of the pairs could indeed not be separated with SPOT-5 due to its lower spectral resolution. With its similar spatial resolution, SPOT-5 was better than Sentinel-2 in three out of 15 cases, namely Broadleaved/Sugar beet, Water/Pasture and Road/Bare soil. On average, the minimum detection size of Sentinel-2 is also better than SPOT-5 (7 m for Sentinel-2 vs. 10.3 m with SPOT-5, not accounting for the pairs that are not separated by .
Only large isolated broadleaved trees planted in a grassland (>19 m) or pasture (>15 m) are likely to be detected. Most hedges should therefore remain undetected but large isolated or aligned trees would have a crown size above this threshold. However, Red-edge-based indices allow detecting smaller hedges along maize fields. With pasture in the background, SPOT-5 shows performances similar to Sentinel-2 .
For grass stripes, Red-edge bands offer a good alternative to 10 m bands for the discrimination with bare soil. This clearly highlights the interest of Red-edge bands even at a coarser resolution. Otherwise, discrimination between grass stripes and green crop fields cannot be achieved at sub-pixel level (<10 m) at the date of acquisition, even for linear features.
The minimum road width in rural areas in Belgium can be as low as 3.5 m, which means that they could be detected using Sentinel-2 data when crossing grassland, maize and sugar beet fields. Roads crossing bare soils are, on the other hand, not detectable. Those results are markedly better than those obtained with Landsat-8 multispectral bands and slightly better than SPOT-5.
Water ponds (CO objects) surrounded by a grassy background are difficult to separate from their background using the 10 m Sentinel-2 bands. Taking into account the PSF and despite a high separability result (limit proportion of 0.81), Sentinel-2 (10 m) can only detect water bodies larger than 11 m, thus larger than its 10 m pixels. SPOT-5 (10 m) needs even wider water bodies to be detectable, ranging from 12 m for water in pasture to 15 m for water in grassland. Sentinel-2 20 m bands (Red-edge and SWIR) and Landsat-8 could detect water bodies below their resolution. When looking at the center or border linear crossing objects which have similar results, Sentinel-2 reveals a good potential to detect narrow continuous linear water courses (from 5 m wide for water linear object centered with a grassland background). Such results show the ability of Sentinel-2 to detect river and stream at finer scale than the 10 m pixel and are promising.
Discussion
This research assessed the potential performances of Sentinel-2's resolution for small landscape feature detection and compared its performances with similar sensors in terms of spatial and spectral resolutions. A methodological framework was proposed to assess the ability of three different sensors-Sentinel-2, Landsat-8 and SPOT-5-to detect sub-pixel landscape features contributing to the ecological network. This methodological framework is generic and could be applied on other landscape features or other sensors to characterize the potential of passive optical remote sensing data in a wide range of applications. The spatial and spectral resolutions were assessed separately at first and were then combined to evaluate the theoretical performance of the sensors. The spectral bands shared by the three sensors provided similar discrimination power. However, the analysis showed that Sentinel-2 outperformed the other sensors for most of its indices. By combining high spatial and spectral resolutions, the overall performance of Sentinel-2 for small landscape feature detection placed it above SPOT-5 and Landsat-8. The effect of pansharpening on the three images should however be further investigated and is likely to bring SPOT-5 on top for more pairs.
Based on this preliminary study, the Green band of Sentinel-2 seems to be its weak point relatively to the other sensors, while the two SWIR bands show excellent relative and absolute performances. The major spectral difference between Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 is the presence of Red-edge bands. Those bands, located at the transition between Red and standard NIR, were added for their potential to discriminate vegetation status and types. In this study, those bands did not markedly improve the separability between classes despite testing a large array of band combinations. However, they do bring some nuances that could be used for specific applications (such as biopphysical variable estimation) and it was shown that they could separate some foreground/background pairs better than the 10 m bands. In this context, the second Red-edge band was the most promising for the discrimination of the crop types versus grassland at the date of acquisition. These results correspond however to the first radiometric resolution set for the pre-operational Sentinel-2 images, which was further enhanced later on but unavailable on the tested image.
The spectral separability analysis focused on mono-temporal images. Yet, class separability is a function of the time of observation and evolves along the year, especially when comparing crop types [79] , but also in the case of other vegetated areas. Both the use of temporal metrics and the selection of key phenological states are likely to improve the discrimination. As the scope of this paper was to assess the resolution of the sensor, an analysis with the first available images provides a fair comparison between the sensors. However, because of the persistent cloud coverage over Belgium, the closest cloud-free available SPOT-5 in the Take 5 time-series was in early July while the Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 data were acquired at the beginning of October. This time lag and the resulting differences in phenological stages with SPOT-5 could introduce some inconsistencies when comparing SPOT-5 results to the other sensors. Even if the classes were carefully selected to minimize a potential phenological effect on the class discrimination, it is difficult to assert too firmly the spectral differences between Sentinel-2 and SPOT-5. Yet, one can conclude that the spectral bands provided by Sentinel-2 are very competitive against two reference sensors for classification and object detection.
Among the broad range of the selected indices, a relative homogeneity of response was apparent despite their distinct respective purpose. As an example, indices as diverse as the Built-up Area Index, the RTVICore and the NDWI showed results similar to vegetation indices for separating class pairs such as Sugar beet/Bare soil, Roads/Maize or Grassland/Bare soil. Results also showed that spectral bands are sometimes more efficient than the dedicated indices derived from them, but operational applications should also consider the noise of the signal (e.g., topographic effects) which was not taken into account in this study. Finally, using multispectral bands together is likely to improve the detection threshold in most cases, while this work focused on each band individually. The relatively higher performances of Sentinel-2 indices compared to Landsat-8 indices suggest that Sentinel-2 should perform very well in multiband analysis.
The study highlighted the important fact that some indices, and also spectral bands, are able to detect land cover classes that slightly contributes to the pixel reflectance. While this feature is sought for feature detection, the bias in the detection threshold should be taken into account for land cover classification. Indeed, using discrete classification methods that do not incorporate sub-pixel variations would affect downstream analyses such as the quantification of the class areal extent [80] and landscape pattern qualification with metrics [81, 82] . It is indeed well documented that crop area can not be accurately estimated by counting the pixels belonging to each crop type class [83] . The results shown here nicely illustrate the reason for this, as spectral separability was found not linearly related with the sub-pixel proportions. This implies that the commission and omission errors are not counterbalanced: the area of the class favored by the index will be systematically overestimated and conversely. In a fragmented landscape where edge pixels represent a large share of the pixels proportion of a field, this bias should not be neglected. For instance, the area of a sugar beet field of 4 ha (mean field size in Belgium) surrounded by a road (detected at 4 m ) will potentially be underestimated by 12%. Similarly, this bias leads to an even more drastic bias with coarser spatial resolution and the underestimation may reach 48% with Landsat-8.
A conservative misclassification probability of 5% with equiprobable classes was arbitrarily selected because the detection of rare foreground objects is very demanding in terms of accuracy. For land cover classification, larger errors are usually tolerated and pure pixels are the majority. To put the results in a land cover classification perspective, pairwise error rates of pure foregrounds and backgrounds are given in Figure 11 ). Good (≥ 80%) pairwise separability results are achievable with pure Sentinel-2 pixels even for the most difficult classes being tested in this study. This corroborate the good classification results from other studies using some bands and indices derived from Sentinel-2 data. Due to the high similarity between their common spectral bands, Figure 11 could also be used for Landsat-8 classification potential.
For the water bodies' detection, Du et al. [14] used NDWI 2 and MNDWI which is equivalent to the NHI in terms of information as it is the mathematical opposite. Results show that MNDWI performs equally to NDWI 2 for water bodies mapping although Du et al. [14] indicates a better discrimination of water using MNDWI. Additionally, several single band indices such as Green, NIR wide , SWIR, NIR narrow and the three Red-edge bands perform equally with less than 5% classification error probability ( Figure 11 ). However, NDWI 1 does not achieve the same success rate for water detection as it has an error probability ranging from 0.15 for water in grassland to 0.05 for water in pasture.
For crop and tree type identification, Immitzer et al. [16] underlined the importance of Red-Edge 1, Blue and SWIR bands. Considering maize and sugar beet alone only confirmed the SWIR band while Red-Edge 2 and 3 outperformed Red-Edge 1. Differences might be due to differences in the crop types of interest; crop classification results from Immitzer et al. [16] were mainly driven by winter wheat and maize, which suggests that different spectral bands enhance different pairwise comparisons.
For forest types, only the SWIR bands emerged as discriminant channels when they are considered alone. Considering Red-edge bands for the discrimination of pure pixels, errors spread around 5% which is acceptable for thematic classifications (see Figure 11 ).
Large isolated trees or shelterwood strips are likely to be detected with Sentinel-2. The detection of hedges and isolated trees could further depend on the sun-object-sensor geometry. Considering the large swath width and the overpass time (10:30 A.M.), the parallax shift and the shadows contribute to a biased observation of vertical objects which is a function of the sun position, the orientation of the observed object and the satellite viewing angle [84] . Although Sentinel-2 captures nadir view, the viewing angle ranges between ±11.5 • because of its 290 km swath width. The maximum parallax shift on a flat surface is therefore up to ≈1/5th of the object height. The maximum shadows can be even larger, especially at high latitude during winter. For example, at 50 • North, shadows would be 4 times the height of vertical objects (0.6 times in summer). As a consequence, the contribution of shadows for detecting trees and hedgerows should be further investigated.
Results are of special interest in the context of the greening of the European CAP that supports agro-envrionmental elements such as ponds, hedges, isolated trees and headlands. For that reason, these landscape elements are evolving rapidly and positively impact the landscape patterns. To be considered eligible for the CAP, such features must comply to a set of criteria regarding their shape (length and width) among others: a stretch of standing water must be larger than 25 m 2 , grassy strips must have a width that exceeds 12 m at any point and hedges and shelterwood strip must measure at least 20 m long and maximum 10 m wide [85] . With Sentinel-2, only ponds larger than 100 m 2 could be detected which is four-fold the minimum area. On the contrary, the requirements for headlands are met as grassy strips of 6-7 m wide could be identified if the surrounding background is bare soil, i.e., early or late in the season. Yet, when those grassy strips are surrounded by crops (maize of sugar beet), the minimum width increases up to 14 to 16 m. 
Conclusions
This study analysed pre-operational Sentinel-2 images to rigorously evaluate their potential for detecting sub-decametric landscape features of environmental interest. Through an innovative framework that evaluates apart the spatial and spectral performances, minimum detectable object sizes were identified for various pairs of foreground-background (grassland, crops, water, roads, etc.) and specific spatial arrangements. The analysis was extended to closely matching available satellite systems: Landsat-8 and SPOT-5. Results confirm that Sentinel-2 data actually combine the spectral resolution of Landsat-8 with the spatial resolution of SPOT-5. In other words, some small landscape features highly separable in the spectral domain of Landsat-8 but still undetectable due to its spatial resolution are now accurately detected with Sentinel-2. Conversely, with the large spectral resolution of Sentinel-2, it is possible to detect small landscape object formerly undetectable in the spectral domain of SPOT-5. In addition, the spectral analysis highlighted the value of some spectral bands for class discrimination, e.g., Red-edge for separating maize from grassland and SWIR for separating different forest types.
Together with Sentinel-2's 10-day revisiting period (5 days with Sentinel-2B to be launched in 2017), these results are therefore promising for the use of Sentinel-2 data for monitoring natural resources. Sentinel-2 offers new perspectives that make the difference in the landscape ecology proccesses. For example, mapping grassy strips supported by the European Common Agriculture Policy becomes feasible. Similarly, Sentinel-2 should also detect narrow continuous linear water courses of 5 m wide.
The methodological framework proposed in this study could be used to compare other spaceborne instruments, independently of the choice of a classifier or the landscape structure. Nevertheless, multivariate and multi-temporal separability analysis would give more information about the overall potential of the sensors. In the future, the proposed experimental framework could also support the assessment of the fitness for purpose of a given sensor prior to its launch.
